
International Water Institute  - 2022 River Watch Forum Project Judging 
RW team (School Name):

Name of Event:

Requirements for Eligibility (automatic disqualification if not met) Yes No

Was the Initial Idea Worksheet submitted by December 17th, 2021?

Were video and written materials submitted by March 11th, 2022?

Is the video between 1-3 minutes?
4 3 2 1 0

Marketing and Promotion Materials (25%) Excellent Good Fair Poor Absent

Is the target audience clearly identified?

Are the materials appropriate for the intended audience?
Do materials summarize objectives of event?

Do materials clearly give basic information of the event (date, time, location, etc.)?

Is the format of the event clearly identified (Forum, Expo, Open House, etc.)?

Is originality and creativity shown?

Video (25%)

Does the video provide a brief yet informative introduction to the Red River Basin and the specified 
subwatershed?
Is the information cohesive and relative to the objectives?

Does the video show clips from all stages: planning, promoting and delivery?

Is the format of the event clearly identified (Forum, Expo, Open House, etc.)?

Is originality and creativity shown?

Written Summary of Event (50%)

Is the format of the event clearly identified (Forum, Expo, Open House, etc.)?

Does the summary include the objectives and desired outcomes of the event?

Does the summary include an overview of planning and delivering the event?

Does the summary describe actual outcomes of the event?

Does the team include an evaluation of the event outcomes?

Is originality and creativity shown?

Totals #REF! #REF! #REF! #REF! Subtotal

Notes #REF!

4 - Excellent: exceeds expectations

3 - Good: meets expectations

2 - Fair: meets some but not all expectations

1 - Poor: significant gaps and/or shortcomings

0 - Absent: not addressed or explained



4-Excellent 3-Good 2-Fair 1-Poor 0-Absent

Marketing and Promotion Materials (25%)

Is the target
audience clearly
identified?

Target audience is
clear and specific and
one can tell who the
target audience is.

Target audience is
broad and one can
get a general sense
of who the target
audience is.

Target audience is
not clear but one can
get a general sense
of who the target
audience is.

Target audience is
not clear and there is
not a general sense
of the target
audience.

There is no target
audience.

Are the materials
appropriate for the
intended
audience?

Materials are
appropriate for the
intended audience.

Materials are mostly
appropriate for the
intended audience.

Materials are mostly
not appropriate for
the intended
audience.

Materials are not
appropriate for the
intended audience.

No marketing and
promotional
materials.

Do materials
clearly give basic
information of the
event (date, time,
location, etc.)?

All the information for
the event was clearly
stated.

Most of the
information for the
event was clearly
stated.

Some of the
information for the
event was stated and
was vague.

Most of the
information was not
stated and was
vague.

No marketing and
promotional
materials.

Do materials
summarize
objectives of the
event?

There are clear
objectives. Materials
clearly express what
the event is about.

There are clear
objectives. Materials
somewhat express
what the event is
about.

The objectives are
clear. Materials do
not express what the
event is about.

The objectives are
not clear. Materials
do not express what
the event is about.

No objectives.

Is the format of the
event clearly
identified (Forum,
Expo, Open House,
etc.)?

Materials are clear on
what type of event
the public is
attending.

Materials are
somewhat clear on
what type of event
the public is
attending.

Materials barely hint
at the type of event
the public is
attending.

Materials do not
attempt to inform the
public on the type of
event.

No marketing and
promotional
materials.



Is originality and
creativity shown?

The promotional
material was unique
and information was
delivered in a new
and exciting way.

The promotional
material was semi
unique and
information was
delivered in a new or
exciting way.

The promotional
material was semi
unique and the
information was not
delivered in a new
and exciting way

The promotional
material was not
unique and the
information was not
delivered in a new or
exciting way.

No marketing and
promotional
materials.

Video (25%)

Does the video
provide a brief yet
informative
introduction to the
Red River Basin
and the specified
subwatershed?

Both the Red River
Basin and
subwatershed were
discussed and it’s
clear the RW team
has a clear
understanding.

Both the Red River
Basin and
subwatershed were
discussed but the RW
team does not have a
clear understanding.

Only one of the
watersheds were
mentioned (either
RRB or
subwatershed) and
the RW team has a
clear understanding.

Only one of the
watersheds were
mentioned (either
RRB or
subwatershed) and
the RW team does
not have a clear
understanding.

No video

Is the information
cohesive and
relative to the
objectives?

The video provides a
logical series of
information and the
objectives are clearly
tied to the event.

The video provides a
logical series of
information and the
objectives are broadly
tied to the event.

The video does not
provide a logical
series of information
and the objectives
are broadly tied to the
event.

The video does not
provide a logical
series of information
and the objectives
are not tied to the
event.

No video

Does the video
show clips from all
stages: planning,
promoting and
delivery?

There are high quality
clips from each stage
of the process that
connect and form a
well thought out
pattern in the video.

There are clips from
each stage of the
process and the
video is easy to
follow.

There are clips from
each stage of the
process but the video
is hard to follow.

Not all stages of the
process are shown
and the video is
difficult to follow.

No video

Is the format of the
event clearly
identified (Forum,
Expo, Open House,
etc.)?

The format of the
event was clearly
shown and
mentioned in the
video, making it easy
to understand.

The format of the
event was shown in
the video.

There were video
clips of the event but
it was difficult to
understand.

The format of the
event was not shown
or mentioned.

No video



Is originality and
creativity shown?

The video was fun
and exciting to watch
and information was
provided in a unique
way.

The video was fun
and exciting but used
a video template
already made.

The video was easy
to watch but lacked
originality.

The video was hard
to follow and simply
used clips tied
together.

No video

Written Summary of Event (50%)

Is the format of the
event clearly
identified (Forum,
Expo, Open House,
etc.)?

The format of the
event was clearly
stated.

The format of the
event was generally
stated, but could be
understood.

The format of the
event was generally
stated, but could not
be understood.

The format of the
event was not stated.

No written summary
of event

Does the summary
include the
objectives and
desired outcomes
of the event?

Objectives and
desired outcomes
were clearly stated.

Objectives and
desired outcomes
were only briefly
stated.

Objectives were
clearly stated while
desired outcomes
were not (or vice
versa).

Objectives were
briefly stated while
desired outcomes
were not (or vice
versa).

No written summary
of event

Does the summary
include an
overview of
planning and
delivering the
event?

The planning and
delivery of the event
was heavily focused
on the target
audience and
objectives.

The planning of the
event was mostly
focused on the target
audience and a few
objectives.

The planning of the
event was vaguely
focused on the target
audience and a few
objectives.

The planning of the
event was not
focused on the target
audience or
objectives.

No written summary
of event

Does the summary
describe actual
outcomes of the
event?

The group objectively
discusses their
outcomes based on
audience evaluation.
The audience has an
overall positive

The group objectively
discusses their
outcomes based on
the audience
evaluation. The
audience had an

The group
subjectively
discusses their
outcomes based on
audience evaluation.
The audience overall

The group
subjectively
discusses their
outcomes based on
audience evaluation.
The audience overall

No written summary
of event



experience. overall negative
experience.

has a positive
experience.

has a negative
experience.

Does the team
include an
evaluation of the
event outcomes?

The success of the
event is measured by
all of the objectives
and summarized in a
well-written and
concise format.

The success of the
event is measured by
all of the objectives
but not summarized
in a well-written and
concise format.

The success of the
event is measured by
a few of the
objectives in a
well-written and
concise format.

The success of the
event is not
measured by the
objectives and is not
in a well-written or
concise format.

No written summary
of event

Is originality and
creativity shown?

The summary was
written objectively,
using graphics, charts
or other materials that
support their
information.

The summary was
written objectively
using graphics, charts
or other materials that
do not necessarily
support their
information but are
related.

The summary was
written subjectively
using graphics, charts
or other materials that
do not support nor is
related to their
information.

The summary was
written subjectively
using no graphics,
charts or other
materials.

No written summary
of event


